The effects of air and helium on the performance of the ion trap detector when used for real-time monitoring of some atmospheric pollutants.
The feasibility of using an ion trap detector for real-time monitoring of volatile organic compounds in atmospheric samples is demonstrated. Detection limits in the low part-per-million to low part-per-billion ranges are achieved with an operating dynamic range of at least 5 orders of magnitude. Sample introduction through semipermeable membranes and molecular leak valves was evaluated. The membrane introduction method provided detection limit enhancements of 10-300 times over the molecular leak method. The effects of partial pressure from air and helium buffer gas were studied, and it was determined that, for optimum amounts of air, the helium buffer gas had no apparent effect on sensitivity or resolution. Air acts as the buffer gas to enhance ion signals by collisionally damping ion motion. The enhancement of molecular ion abundance at high partial pressures of air is postulated to be due to charge exchange and possibly collisional stabilization reactions.